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Dear Traveler, You are about to embark upon one of the world s most challenging adventures. Your

mission, should you decide to accept it, is to take on the world's holiest and most exciting city - and

enjoy it. What with its 3,000 years of history behind, 24 layers of archeology below and three

religions struggling for dominance on its alleys, taking on Jerusalem on your own is no easy feat.

The complexity of the task is overwhelming. The views are dramatic. Breathtaking. The diversity of

the culture - impossible. You will need all the help you can get, which is why we have put together

for you the Jerusalem Step by Step guidebook. At first, you may be surprised by its look, since it's

actually a binder containing separate booklets. Take one out and the ingenuity of it all will hit you in

a flash: each booklet features a detailed guided walking tour, complete with a map. With its elegant

graphic design and journalistic writing style, it makes for an entertaining yet in-depth read. You will

be personally briefed and guided by professional guides, six storytellers, an architect and an

archeologist, three clergymen, an historian, many restaurateurs, plain old gluttons and even some

party animals. If you like the practical sound of it, you may like it even better when you actually put it

to the test. Now it s in your hands. Go conquer Jerusalem.
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We - Dr. Batya (M.D.) and computer engineer Avigdor, a married couple living in Israel roamed the

narrow lanes of the wide world for fifteen years, yet we dared not touch Jerusalem. We had no

qualms about traipsing through the world s capitals yet we feared the world s most holy city .

Jerusalem is tough. Poet Yehuda Amichai once wrote that, because of its innumerable layers,

nobody has ever seen Jerusalem in all its nakedness. The truth? Now that we are celebrating the



launch of our Jerusalem guidebook, we can admit that we were wrong big time. Jerusalem isn t

tough it s a diamond! As writers of bestseller guidebooks to Paris, London, and New York, we can

safely say, that in Jerusalem, there are more major tourist attractions than in those three cities

combined! Indeed, Jerusalem is a tough nut to crack. What to do? Wing it? Give up? What to do?!

Our friend A. an optimist by nature claims that in our day and age, excellence is not rewarded,

hence the majority opts for mediocrity and coats it with public relations. We decided to give all the

skeptics a serious run for their money. We enlisted the greatest talents and forces in order to put

together the best guidebook we possibly could. One thing s for sure: no corners were cut here.

Cool guidebook with unusual places, good descriptions and pictures.A bit bulky when all together

but this thing allows one to pull out separate smaller books when moving around town.I would buy

again.

I had the pleasure of travelling with this guide and it was great! It's my third time to the holyland, and

this time I decided to visit it without a tourgroup. A friend recomended that I should use the book, so

I gave it a shot, and it did not dissapoint. I saw parts of jerusalem that no tourguide has ever shown

me. It was like visiting for the first time, only this time I knew where to look for some quality apple

shtroudel.
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